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Wave’s managed colocation services provide reliable networking, power and physical security for 
a cost-effective business continuity and disaster recovery solution. 

Wave’s colocation can also be used to create a gateway to improve bandwidth utilization and 
reduce networking costs. Rather than managing separate connections to the internet from multiple 
sites or paying for unused bandwidth, you can connect them all to a single hub location with a shared 
connection to the internet.
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When you need:
 
 • Secured server environment
 • Uninterrupted power
 • Disaster recovery
 • Flexibility and scalability
 • Custom-build solutions

Why choose Wave:
 
 • State-of-the-art redundant systems that assure network up-time, power availability,   
  cooling, and security 
 • Power density up to 30kW per rack and flexible power options  
 • 24x7 network operations monitoring and security
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Our colocation services provide:

Reduced IT Infrastructure & Management Costs
Rather than invest capital in backup generators, UPS and HVAC units, network build-outs, and staff, you 
can leverage our carrier-neutral data center the infrastructure and personnel are already in place. You 
have access to the best facilities available for a fixed monthly fee.

Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery
Our self-healing fiber rings protect your critical data and provide superior network availability and 
resiliency. We stand behind our solutions with an end-to-end industry-leading Service Level Agreement 
(SLA) that extends across our backbone, metro core and last-mile network for fiber-based services. 
Colocation is fully redundant: air conditioning, UPS (uninterruptible power systems), power generators, 
utility power, network routers, Internet backbone with plenty of extra capacity, and even technical staff 
resources. 100% up-time is our goal.  

Custom Builds and Private Suites
Wave will build custom suites and also offers private suites (in Mountain View), providing the ultimate in 
privacy and another level of security.

Scalability
As your business grows, the infrastructure is already in place to accommodate your needs for more rack 
or floor space, additional bandwidth, faster connection speeds, etc.  Wave’s colocation space, power, 
bandwidth and connection speeds can all be increased or decreased to meet your business demands.

Security
You can access your equipment any time night or day with security credentials. Sites are staffed and 
monitored 24/7 by trained professionals. No one gets in or out without proof of identity and all visitors 
are checked against customer-defined access lists.

24/7 Support
Wave’s dedicated local service and support professionals will ensure your communications infrastructure 
remains up and running, so you can focus more on innovation and customer service.

 

Contact Wave Business for a consultation today.


